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CPG companies experienced wild demand fluctuations—and a reshaped 
retail landscape—in 2020

…leading to the 
largest gain in 

sales volume in 
nine years

Demand spiked 
by 10.4% across 
the industry...

A large portion of 
food-away-from-home 
sales moved to retail 

channels

…as did basket 
sizes, given that 
consumers made 

fewer shopping trips

E-commerce 
grew 

significantly...

Source: BCG analysis. 
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The pandemic has posed acute short-term challenges for the industry 

Keeping up with demand. 
CPG companies have struggled to meet demand because 
of material shortages, exhausted labor, worker attrition, 
and constrained transportation abilities. 

Meeting capacity requirements. 
Increased order volume and retailer stockpiling has 
reduced many CPG companies’ inventory levels. 

Predicting what’s ahead. 
Unexpected demand surges upended preexisting 
forecasts and made it difficult for CPG businesses to 
plan for the future. 

Maintaining service levels. 
CPG companies have struggled to maintain their 
previous performance levels.

Source: BCG analysis. 



Supply chains have been disrupted throughout the entire production process

Source: BCG analysis. 

CPG companies have lacked access 
to raw materials from domestic and 
international suppliers

Increased overtime has exhausted 
workforces and led to widespread 
employee departures

Transportation capacity has 
been constrained 

We had several near misses and had to 
change our production strategy to cope 
with the input shortage.

We were running as much as we 
could and switched to 12-hour shifts 
to go 24/7. It wore down our people.

By Q3 and Q4, capacity wasn’t there. 
Spot purchases accounted for 66% of 
our procurement needs, and carriers 
weren’t honoring their rates.
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Retailers stockpiled throughout 2020, leading to inventory losses

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: The totals of days are rounded to the nearest whole number.     
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Retailers stockpiled during the pandemic Inventory levels for CPG companies declined during 
the early days of the pandemic
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Volatile order patterns rendered prior forecasting improvements obsolete

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: MAPE = mean absolute percentage error; pp = percentage point.   
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Respondent feedback

“We moved to the cloud to help 
with forecasting, but demand 
was too volatile. If you have 
garbage data in, you have 
garbage forecasts come out.”
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CPG companies have not been able to maintain prepandemic service levels 

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: The case fill rate is the number of product cases initially shipped as a percentage of all cases ordered. OT RAD = on-time requested arrival date. 

Despite recent improvements, OT RAD performance 
decreased over the course of 2020

The case fill rate started to rebound but still lagged 
prepandemic levels
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Despite these challenges, CPG companies took steps to survive—and, in 
some cases, thrive—during the pandemic  

Source: BCG analysis. 

AGILE TEAMS
Cross-functional teams 
made decisions faster.

DIGITAL TOOLS 
Investments were accelerated 
in supply chain modeling, 
control towers, and other 
digital capabilities.

TRANSPORTATION 
LOGISTICS
Demand smoothing and 
route optimization helped 
manage volatility.

PORTFOLIO FOCUS
Trimming SKU portfolios by 
30% maximized short-term 
output.

Areas where CPG companies succeeded



Pandemic-borne struggles pushed companies to adopt agile, 
cross-functional strategies 

Source: BCG analysis. 

Companies broke down siloes and increased collaboration during the pandemic by setting up 
cross-functional crisis teams, often meeting daily, that shared the following attributes:

Were empowered to make 
decisions about inventory 
and other important topics

Included representatives 
from all parts of the supply 
chain and sales functions

As 80% of respondents 
indicated, the teams often 
evolved from existing sales 
and operations planning teams

100%
of surveyed 
companies set up a 
crisis-response team



Teams invested in digital capabilities to augment agile ways of working and 
make processes easier 

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: RFP = request for proposal.  

Digital tools proved critical to enable agile decision making, and many teams leveraged or 
intended to implement:

75%
of surveyed companies 
indicated that digital 
tools were essential to 
their ability to navigate 
the crisis

Inventory 
allocation tools

End-to-end-planning 
software

Network 
simulation tools to 
model scenarios

Electronic RFP 
software (instead of a 
spreadsheet-based 
approach)



CPG companies took a broad approach to manage transportation volatility

Source: BCG analysis. 

The following actions were most common…

…but companies also stepped-up rail use, redesigned their transportation networks, increased driver hours, and identified 
ways to reduce empty backhaul miles. 

Routing optimization Increased asset load utilizationDemand smoothing



Companies trimmed their SKU offerings to maximize output, but questions 
remain about the future of this trend

· While CPG companies 
enjoyed greater efficiency as 
a result of running fewer 
SKUs, retailers demanded a 
return to the status quo. 
Some CPG companies are 
eager to once again broaden 
their product portfolios.

· CPG companies must strike 
the right balance between 
offering complexity and 
meeting critical demand.

Source: BCG analysis. 

20%–40% 10%–30%
Average reduction in SKUs Average increase in output volume 

We got a lot more thoughtful about 
prioritization, so we focused just on the 
SKUs our customers wanted most.

Respondent feedback

We got rid of our low-volume SKUs 
during COVID, which made us much 
more efficient.
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CPG companies have taken critical steps to weather today’s 
challenges, but opportunities for improvement remain 

Source: BCG analysis. 

E-commerce
CPG companies are generally 
not prioritizing online sales, 
but they will inevitably have to 
do so as retailers’ supply chain 
needs evolve and consumers’ 
expectations continue to rise.

Network strategy
CPG companies must 
continue to reevaluate 
ongoing network optimization 
efforts with a renewed focus 
on resilience.

Labor
As is the case in many 
industries, employees are 
burned out and leaving en 
masse.

Sustainability
CPG companies are 
increasingly confident of 
their product materials and 
suppliers, but plenty of work 
remains.



E-commerce sales are on the rise and show no signs of stopping 

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: DTC = direct to consumer. 
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Most CPG companies do not feel prepared to accommodate 
the rise in online sales

Source: BCG analysis.
Note: DTC = direct to consumer. 

While most CPG companies are 
developing—or have developed—supply 
chain strategies to support e-commerce…

…they don’t consider it a top priority… …and rate their e-commerce 
demand capabilities as low
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CPG companies will have to consider the following e-commerce implications 
when rethinking their supply chains

Source: BCG analysis. 

Click and collect
· Companies will have to be 
prepared for massive volume 
growth; delivery grew by 20% to 
40% in 2020, increasing order 
frequency by 200% to 500%

· Retailers are increasingly 
looking to collaborate with CPG 
companies and share the 
benefits of increased sales 
volume on this channel

Third-party online retailers
· Working with Amazon and 
other large online 
marketplaces requires reliable, 
resilient supply chains to 
sustain ongoing collaboration

· Companies will have to 
develop channel-specific 
product focuses to optimize 
smaller baskets

Direct to consumer
· Consumers ordering directly to 
their residences prioritize 
convenience and typically have 
smaller basket sizes; reordering 
is more common than impulse 
buying and new-product trialing 

· Participating in this space 
means competing in a 
fragmented landscape against 
emerging, disruptive suppliers



CPG companies are adapting their supply chain networks to navigate 
the ongoing crisis and build resilience for future disruptions

Source: BCG analysis. 

Most CPG companies were already optimizing their networks going in to 2020,
but now they are reevaluating how to move forward after the pandemic

of surveyed companies 
indicated that they made 
changes to their 
manufacturing or distribution 
footprints in 2019 or 2020

90% Respondent feedback

“Prior to the pandemic, we wanted to save money, so we reduced the number of 
our distribution centers from 30 to 10. Postpandemic, we’re thinking it’s better to 
have more sites, to be closer to the customer, and to have the flexibility.”

“We’ve already consolidated plants to save on cost, but we can’t close any more. 
We have too much volume now, and transport costs would get too high.”



Workers are growing fatigued—or leaving their employers—as COVID-19 
drags on through 2021…

Source: BCG analysis. 

…spurring CPG companies to tackle labor concerns by deploying various initiatives

Raise wages, offer short-term 
incentives, expand benefits

Use automation to reduce labor 
dependence

Branch out beyond traditional 
schedules to test the efficacy of 
flexible alternatives 

People came together and pushed 
through in 2020. By 2021, they’re 
just tired.

Everyone is chasing after the same 
talent right now, and it is tough to 
find enough people to keep up.

Recruits want flexibility and 
predictability in their schedules.

Respondent feedback
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CPG companies have made progress on the sustainability of product materials 
and suppliers, but they could stand to improve their overall maturity

Source: BCG analysis. 

Respondent feedback

“We’d like to get to having no 
carbon footprint in 15 years… 
but we’re currently analyzing 
how to do that.”
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CPG companies can take six critical actions to improve the resiliency 
of their supply chains in the years ahead

Source: BCG analysis. 

Accelerate and expand digital 
capabilities to enable more agile 

decision making and the ability to adapt 
to changing market dynamics

Embrace and invest in 
e-commerce capabilities

Revisit SKU portfolios and 
permanently remove complexity 

that does not add value for consumers 

Maintain the benefits of 
cross-functional collaboration 

that were enabled during the crisis

Integrate sustainability into the 
overall supply chain strategy

Rethink labor practices by increasing 
automation and supporting employees 

with enhanced pay and benefits, 
redesigned shift structures, training 
programs, and increased flexibility


